UTILITY BOX MURAL PROJECT
PHASE II
Completed Artwork
July 2018
There are a total of 24 utility box murals, 19 completed in Phase I in 2016, and 6 completed in Phase II, in July 2018. The student box rotates each phase, and has been painted twice.
MAGIC OF MUSIC
By Hannah Hsiao, Nicholas & Christopher Kwok
San Carlos Ave. & Club Dr.

The Student Box
NEIGHBORHOOD

By Alicia Ledwith

600 Elm St., in front of City Hall
BOUQUET OF FLOWERS

By Keira Swei

678 Laurel St. & Cherry St., next to Rangoon Ruby
SUNRISE ON THE FARM

By Eugene Dovydaitis

810 Laurel St. & Olive St., near Bianchini’s Market
CALIFORNIA DREAMING

By Nancy Simenc

800 Industrial at Bransten, near Precision Machining
CALIFORNIA POPPIES

By Suzanne Gayle

301 Industrial Rd., in front of PAMF